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Financial investing is immediately associated with risks, and online 

trading involves the possibility of loss. Assess your experience and 

knowledge before investing with Cinpax.com and ensure that you 

fully understand and agree with the terms and conditions of the 

Company. By using our services, you affirm that you can invest in a 

volatile market and accept all risks involved. 
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Risk Disclosure 

The Risk Disclosure Policy is intended to inform the Client of the potential risks and cautions 

regarding currency trading, including indices and other financial instruments . 

Currency trading is considered a financial investment activity that includes a high risk of losing 

some, most, or all invested money. Therefore, currency trading is recommended for those with 

experience in the field since they may already be familiar with the risks. 

The risk of loss in leveraged forex trading is considerably high. The Client can experience losses 

in excess of their first marginal investments and having “Stop-loss” or “Limit” orders as 

contingent directives will not reduce losses to the projected amou nts. Existing market 

conditions may halt any order execution. If such a situation happens, the Client will be notified 

by the Company to deposit extra margin funds. 

If the Client fails to provide the needed amount within the given period, the ordered posit ion 

may be liquidated. The Client will be held accountable for any shortage in their account.  

The quotes of most instruments traded in financial markets may vary over the day, which means 

that they can bring you either profits or losses. 

The Company will not be held accountable for any losses incurred in the Client’s Account, such 

as errors in their electronic communication or information systems. 

The Client should also shoulder the following once they utilize our client terminal: 

• Equipment, software, and connection malfunctions. 

• Client terminal settings errors. 

• Not updating to the latest version of the client terminal, which may result in 

malfunctions and errors. 

• Not following the specified instructions that may result in malfunctions and errors. 

The Company will not be liable for any errors arising within its client terminal operation. It will 

also not compensate for any losses that resulted from the malfunctions since the Company 

does not provide technical support as part of its non-exclusive right to use the Trading Platform 

System. 

The Client must also shoulder any difficulties when finishing transactions over the phone, 

specifically during peak loads. 

The Client should understand that the market is volatile. In periods of extreme volatilit y, order 

executions and processing may take more time than usual and will need more specific 

increases. 

The Client should shoulder responsibilities when performing trades within countries where 

trading is under specific regulations or prohibitions. 
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Any order sent to the Company will be directed to our server and will be executed shortly. 

Because of that, any order sent while another is still pending will not be accepted. 

Additionally, exiting or minimizing the order or position window does not cancel any se nt 

orders. 

The Client must be aware of the risks of sending unencrypted email since unauthorized 

contingents can access such information. 

The Company will not be held accountable for pecuniary losses instigated from overdue or 

abortive receipt of a company memorandum. 

The Client must also be responsible for protecting his/her credentials, such as personal 

information, trading account information, and data sent by the Company. The Company will not 

be held accountable for losses due to the Client’s failure to  acknowledge the aforementioned 

risk. 
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